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Abstract. This paper describes the recent improvement of the AMGA (ARDA Metadata Grid 
Application) python client library for the Belle II Experiment. We were drawn to the action 
items related to library improvement after in-depth discussions with the developer of the Belle 
II distributed computing system. The improvement includes client-side metadata federation 
support in python, DIRAC SSL library support as well as API refinement for synchronous 
operation. Some of the improvements have already been applied to the AMGA python client 
library as bundled with the Belle II distributed computing software. The recent mass Monte-
Carlo (MC) production campaign shows that the AMGA python client library is reliably stable. 

1. Introduction 
 
The Belle II Experiment[1] is an upgrade of the B factory experiment Belle at the KEK laboratory in 
Tsukuba, Japan (where the charge-parity violation [CP-Violation] explaining why the universe today 
consists only of matter and no anti-matter, has been investigated). According to the timeline of the 
Belle II Experiment, it is expected that SuperKEKB accelerator commissioning will take place in early 
2016, that the Phase 2 run (w/o the vertex detector) will start in 2017, and that the Phase 3 run (w/ the 
full detector) will commence in 2018. The Belle II Experiment is expected to produce about 100PB 
(one set of raw data) and approximately another 100PB (Monte-Carlo [MC]/analysis data) additionally. 
The computing scale of the experiment has attained 1.8GB/s at storage and tens of millions of files 
distributed across multiple grid sites. For this reason, the Belle II Experiment has been adopted as a 
distributed computing system based on Grid services[2]. 
 
AMGA (ARDA Metadata Grid Application), developed as a Grid metadata catalogue, has been  
adopted by the Belle II Experiment for distributed metadata management. We have been in contact 
with the Belle II computing group regarding the enhancement of AMGA functionalities for fulfilment 
of the metadata requirements of the Belle II Experiment. We were drawn especially to the action items 
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for improvement of the AMGA python client library after several in-depth discussions with the 
developer of the Belle II distributed computing system. It includes client-side metadata federation 
support in python, DIRAC SSL library support and API refinement for synchronous operation. Some 
of the improvements have already been applied to the AMGA python client library as bundled with the 
Belle II distributed computing software. The recent mass MC production campaign shows that AMGA 
python client library is reliably stable. 
 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. AMGA is introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the 
Belle II distributed computing system is briefly described, and the role of AMGA as a metadata 
management system is explained. In Section 4, the improvement of the AMGA python client library is 
outlined in detail, focusing on why it was needed and how it was tackled. Finally, in Section 5, 
conclusions are drawn.  
 
2. Overview of AMGA 
 
AMGA (ARDA Metadata Grid Application)[3][4] is a stand-alone Grid metadata catalogue for 
support of metadata description, discovery and archiving of large-scale scientific data. It has been 
developed both to provide access to metadata of files stored on the Grid and to simplify DB access on 
the Grid. The key features of AMGA are as follows. 

• Directory-like hierarchical structure 
• Various authentication methods (ID/password, VOMS certificate) 
• ACL-based authorization 
• Heterogeneous DB back-ends (Modular back-ends: PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle, SQLite) 
• Standardized access methods (Modular front-ends: TCP streaming, SOAP WS-DAIR, SSL) 
•  Multi-process/Multi-thread DB connection 
• Pre-existing DB import 
• Metadata replication and federation (experimental) 
• General-purpose AMGA Manager GUI 
• Various programming APIs (C++, Java, Python) 

 
Figure 1 shows the AMGA metadata interface. Its basic concepts are collection, entry, attribute and 
schema. Each one is defined as follows. 

• Collection: a set of entries associated with a schema 
• Entry: the name of the data item or resource being described 
• Attribute: a (key, value) pair with type information 
• Schema: a group of attributes 

 
Figure 1. Metadata interface in AMGA 
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AMGA implementation uses a file-system model for structuring of metadata. Schemas play the role of 
directories: they contain entries and other schemas, allowing users to create a hierarchical structure. 
Entries are associated with a schema and inherit the attributes defined in it. 
 
Figure 2 shows the main components of AMGA implementation. AMGA supports multiple database 
back-ends including PostgreSQL, MySQL, Oracle and SQLite. It offers two access protocols for 
clients: TCP streaming and WS-DAIR. The TCP streaming interface was implemented based on a 
streamed line-oriented ASCII protocol that provides for light-weight, high-performance 
communication between the client and the server. The WS-DAIR interface, the OGF standard for 
access to relational DBs, effectively addresses interoperability issues by allowing AMGA access to 
different databases by means of a standard protocol. 
 

 
Figure 2. Main components of AMGA implementation 

 
AMGA offers two types of advanced metadata functionalities: replication and federation. Though both 
of them are still at the experimental level, they might prove useful in providing required scalability, 
performance or fault-tolerance.  
 
Metadata replication handles metadata redundancy, ensuring high metadata availability. For this 
purpose, AMGA uses an asynchronous, master-slave model in which write operations are allowed 
only at the master node. The master node maintains a log of all updates executed at its back-end. This 
log is shipped to the slave nodes that repeat the updates to keep themselves up-to-date. In order to 
avoid network latency, read operations might be off-loaded to the slave nodes that are closer to the 
applications.  
 
Metadata federation serves metadata load balancing, thus ensuring the high performance of metadata. 
AMGA provides users with a virtualized view of all metadata, as if one metadata server held all of that 
data (which are actually distributed among multiple sites). This concept is very similar to that of an 
NFS directory that allows users access to data as if they were located at the local site. AMGA provides 
two types of metadata federation method: server-site federation and client-side federation. In server-
side federation, the AMGA server does everything for the actual federation; thus no special API is 
needed on the client-side. In client-side federation, the client-side API does the actual federation; at 
present, however, it works only with AMGA C++ client API. 
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3. AMGA as metadata catalogue in Belle II distributed computing system 
 
Figure 3 shows the computing model and workflow of the Belle II Experiment. Raw data from the 
detector is processed and stored by the main data centers, and mDST real data is produced. MC 
production is performed on the Grid sites as well as the Cloud resources, and produces mDST MC 
data. For the physics analysis, ntuples are generated using the mDST real and MC data. Finally for the 
ntuple analysis, the local sites are utilized.  

 
   Figure 3. Computing model and workflow of Belle II Experiment 
 
The Belle II distributed computing system consists of three main components: DIRAC[5] for the  
workload management system, AMGA[6] for the metadata catalogue, and gBasf2 for the job 
submission client.  
 
DIRAC is a complete Grid solution for a community of users needing access to distributed computing 
resources. DIRAC is basically a pilot-based system; its concept allows for aggregation of computing 
resources of different kinds, including computational Grids, Clouds or clusters, transparently for users. 
AMGA is specialized in metadata management, as noted in Section 2, and supports advanced metadata 
functionalities such as metadata replication and metadata federation. gBasf2, a distributed analysis 
client for the Belle II Experiment, utilizes DIRAC and AMGA for workload and metadata 
management, respectively.  
 
Before submitting a job to the Grid, gBasf2 asks AMGA to check for any LFN (Logical File Name) 
conflict, which is to say, to determine if the LFN already exists in the metadata catalogue. 
Subsequently, the gBasf2 job can be submitted by DIRAC to the Grid, and is executed on the WN at 
Belle II site. After the gBasf2 job has been completed, the output files are transferred to the SE, and 
finally, the LFN for each output file is registered to the AMGA along with the other metadata 
attributes. 
 
4. Improvement of AMGA python client API 
 
AMGA python client API lacks functionalities compared with AMGA C++ client API. The 
developers of the Belle II distributed computing system asked for an improved AMGA python client 
API, because python is the main programming language used by gBasf2. In this section, we describe 
up-to-date changes that were made to AMGA python client API. Those changes entailed client-side 
metadata federation support, DIRAC SSL library support, and API refinement for synchronous 
operation. 
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4.1. Support for Client-side Metadata Federation in Python 

Client-side metadata federation in AMGA has several limitations. First, it is supported only by C++ 
client API. Second, it creates an entry for root ownership only, not also for non-root ownership. 
Finally, it supports only password-based authentication. These drawbacks limit the usability of client-
side metadata federation. 
 
We successfully implemented client-side metadata federation in AMGA python client API. The 
implementation details are located in the new python module (mdfed.py); additionally, we modified 
the main python module (mdclient.py) so that users can use the new module transparently. In the 
python implementation, ownership of the entry created by a non-root user is preserved by supporting 
certificate-based authentication. 
 
Figure 4 illustrates an ownership preservation problem in client-side metadata federation. The left box 
indicates that the entry created by the belle2 user in the federated directory has root ownership, not 
belle2 ownership. The right box, by contrast, shows that the entry created by the belle2 user in the 
federated directory has the correct ownership.  

 
Figure 4. Ownership preservation in client-side metadata federation in python 

 

4.2. Support for DIRAC SSL Library 

gBasf2 uses different SSL libraries between DIRAC and AMGA. As shown in Figure 5, when it 
communicates with DIRAC, it uses GSI developed by DIRAC. If, on the other hand, it needs to 
communicate with AMGA, it uses the built-in SSL library in python or TLS Lite, a third-party python 
SSL/TLS library. This utilization of different SSL libraries by gBasf2 complicates the use of the Belle 
II distributed computing system by developers or users. 
 
We added GSI support to AMGA python client API. Now, AMGA python client API supports three 
SSL library implementations: built-in SSL, TLS Lite, and GSI. To enable GSI, USE_GSI flag in the 
main module (mdclient.py) needs to be turned on. We observed that with the newly added GSI support 
in AMGA python client API, the stability of the SSL connection during the MC campaign was 
improved. 
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Figure 5. SSL library usage in gBasf2 workflow 

 

4.3. Support for Synchronous Operation by API refinement 

AMGA python client API has two stages, execute and fetch, of communication with the AMGA 
server. The execute stage sends a user command to the AMGA server, and the fetch stage obtains the 
result from the AMGA server. This asynchronous operation makes AMGA python client API more 
prone to misuse by gBasf2. 
 
In order to hide the two separate stages to users and support synchronous operation, we refined 
AMGA python client API. Specifically, we modified three APIs in the main module (mdclient.py), 
namely listEntries, selectAttr, and getAttr, using the locking mechanism with the with statement in 
python.  
 
Figure 6 provides examples of the usage of the new APIs with synchronous operation as compared 
with the existing APIs. As can be seen, each API has a control flag, SYNC_FLAG, as the last argument. 
If synchronous operation is required, the flag’s value should be true. These changes make it easier and 
more convenient to use AMGA python client API.  

 
Figure 6. Examples of usage of new APIs with synchronous operation 
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We added another new API, selectQuery, to support conditional querying in AMGA python client API. 
Similar APIs, directQuery and directQueryWithAttributes, exist in an AMGA high-level API that was 
developed as a practical interface for gBasf2. These we generalized into the single API, selectQuery. 
Figure 7 shows an example of how the selectQuery API is used. Whereas the process is similar to that 
for the selectAttr API, references to attributes to be queried are passed by a list object. 

 
Figure 7. Example of usage of selectQuery API 

 
5. Conclusions and future work 
 
AMGA is a Grid metadata catalogue used to deal with large-scale metadata generated from the Belle 
II Experiment. We derived the action items for library improvement after in-depth discussions with the 
developer of the Belle II distributed computing system. We improved AMGA python client API and 
provided, here in this paper, the implementation details. We hope and expect that these changes will 
be helpful and beneficial to future efforts to enhance the stability and usability of AMGA for the 
purposes of the Belle II Experiment. 
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